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3021 Absolute dominance 

“Hmph! They say I’m self-righteous! You’re the one who’s really full of yourself!” 

“I’m a peak tribulation passing expert,” Xuanyuan zhengyong said solemnly. Does the new head of the 

family you speak of have my cultivation?” 

The core members of the Xuanyuan family all nodded in agreement. Some even tried to persuade him. 

“Childe Chen! You’ve won today! But you must not change the master! Otherwise, the Xuanyuan family 

will no longer have any top experts and will be suppressed by the other top forces! To defeat and 

death!” 

“Yup! Just as the old ancestor had said, not only was he a top expert, but he was also an ally of Tianji 

city’s Jade void Palace! If the old ancestor falls and the Xuanyuan family falls into your hands, Tianji city 

and the Jade Palace will definitely break off relations with the Xuanyuan family! The consequences will 

be unimaginable!” 

“Childe Chen! You helped tuo hai get justice with good intentions! You can’t do bad things with good 

intentions and harm the entire Xuanyuan family!” 

These core members were all loyal to Xuanyuan zhengyong! 

However, compared to loyalty, they cared more about their own life and death, more about their glory 

and status! 

In their eyes, once Xuanyuan zhengyong fell, the entire Xuanyuan family would fall as well. Everything 

they had would vanish into thin air! 

That was why they did not want to see Chen Xiaobei change the head of the family! 

If these people didn’t agree to change the head of the Xuanyuan family, then the entire family wouldn’t 

agree either! 

Those who win the hearts of the people will win the World! 

If the entire family did not support him, then the new family head that Chen Xiaobei had chosen would 

be like an empty shell! 

“I’ve already said it!” 

I’m here! Chen Xiaobei said, ” with me here, Xuanyuan zhengyong can do it. The new master can do it 

too! That includes his cultivation! 

“What?” 

Everyone was shocked by his words. 
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“Childe Chen! You mean you have a peak stage tribulation passing expert under you? This was 

impossible! That’s impossible!” 

even if there’s such an expert, he can’t be the head of the Xuanyuan family if he’s not a member of the 

Xuanyuan family! 

“Childe Chen! Please look at the big picture and don’t change the head of the family! The best outcome 

is to maintain the status quo!” 

…… 

“Hmph! Chen Zhufeng! Did you see that? Your wishful thinking will not work at all! You want to 

overthrow this old man? stop dreaming!” 

Although Xuanyuan zhengyong’s left arm was broken and his face was pale, he smiled confidently, as if 

everything was under his control. 

Hearing this, Xuanyuan Yifeng couldn’t help but whisper,”Bei Xuan faction leader … I have something to 

say to you!” 

yes! Chen Xiaobei nodded. you’re tuo Hai’s father, which means you’re one of us! Just tell me what you 

want! 

Xuanyuan Yifeng sighed and said in a low voice, ” although Xuanyuan zhengyong is cold-blooded and 

guilty of terrible crimes … He’s indeed the pillar of the entire family … If he falls, the Xuanyuan family’s 

glory for hundreds of millions of years will fall as well … 

“What do you mean?” Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

let Xuanyuan zhengyong continue to be the clan head … Xuanyuan Hengfeng said, ” “Even if it’s for my 

relatives who also have Xuanyuan’s blood …” 

Hearing this, the core members and upper echelons were all moved. 

“Hengfeng! As expected of a descendant of the Xuanyuan family! At this moment, you can let go of your 

hatred and think of the big picture! It was really rare! We, your uncles and elders, admire you from the 

bottom of our hearts! I’m grateful!” 

“Hengfeng! Don’t worry! Even if the old forefather continues to be the head of the family, we are willing 

to support tuo hai, to continue being the young head of the family!” 

“Not bad! We’ve worked hard and found an ancient immortal’s inheritance, which can help tuo Hai’s 

cultivation to quickly reach the nine stars tribulation stage! As long as tuo hai gets this inheritance, the 

old ancestor will never let anyone else be the young master!” 

Among these core upper echelons, there were some people who understood the situation. 

Xuanyuan Yifeng was willing to let go of his hatred and protect his entire family. 

These core higher-ups were also willing to return the favor and ensure Xuanyuan tuohai’s future. 



bei Xuan faction leader, you can see for yourself … This is the best outcome … Xuanyuan Yifeng sighed. 

Although he was unwilling, he had no other choice. 

“No rush, let’s wait for tuo hai to come and hear what he has to say!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

“I don’t agree!” 

At this moment, Xuanyuan tuohai had already walked over with Wei Wanrong and said firmly, ” “Not 

only did that old bastard Xuanyuan zhengyong kill me, but he also tortured my parents for more than 

ten years! If I don’t take revenge, can I still be considered a human?” 

Wanrong … at this time, Xuanyuan Yifeng saw his wife, whom he had not seen for more than ten years. 

In an instant, tears fell like rain. 

She was the famous swallow girl of the Wei family in Videha. Not only was she beautiful, but her talent 

was also outstanding! Who would have thought that she would become a crazy woman with disheveled 

hair and a body as thin as firewood? 

Pale skin, festering wounds, cracked nails, dirty and torn clothes … All of these were like needles, 

stabbing into Xuanyuan Yifeng’s heart. 

“Hengfeng …” 

At the same time, tears immediately welled up in Wei Wanrong’s eyes. She couldn’t imagine that the 

heavily injured and dirty beggar-like prisoner in front of her was her handsome and suave husband! 

More than ten years of torture, more than ten years of separation! 

His body and mind were tormented, and every day felt like a year! 

The hatred in their hearts could no longer be resolved. 

Seeing his parents “tears, Xuanyuan tuohai’s heart was as firm as iron, and he would not waver.”Master, 

please make the decision for me! I must take revenge for this!” 

“Idiot!” 

“I’ve already analyzed the pros and cons of this matter,” Xuanyuan zhengyong said disdainfully. If you 

want my life, you’ll have to bury the entire Xuanyuan family with me! Unless Chen Zhufeng is an idiot, 

he will never overthrow me!” 

As soon as he said that, the surrounding people’s faces turned very ugly. 

Everyone knew what was right and what was wrong. 

However, the pros and cons of the matter were also laid out in front of him. 

In everyone’s eyes, for the sake of the overall situation, Xuanyuan tuohai’s family had to put aside their 

hatred and let Xuanyuan zhengyong take the position of the family head! 

That was why Xuanyuan zhengyong was so confident that Chen Xiaobei would not dare to touch him! 

“Xuanyuan zhengyong, you’re too full of yourself!” 



I’ll show you now! Without you, nothing will change! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“You can continue acting cool!” “You won’t kill me unless the sun rises from the North!” Xuanyuan 

zhengyong said in disdain. 

“Open your dog eyes and look clearly! The cultivation that you’re so proud of will no longer belong to 

you!” 

Chen Xiaobei reached out his right palm, and his ethereal force turned into a demonic claw, aiming for 

Xuanyuan zhengyong’s dantian! 

“The Infinity fiendgod! Infinite greed!” 
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3022 The celestial body of the divine Emperor 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, the demonic claw directly entered Xuanyuan zhengyong’s dantian. 

Immediately after, a ball of dark blue spiritual light was forcibly grabbed out by that demonic claw. 

“What … What is going on? Chen Zhufeng! You … What did you do to me?” 

Xuanyuan zhengyong exclaimed. 

The Grand ancestor of the Xuanyuan family was so frightened that his pupils contracted and his body 

trembled. He had never been in such a sorry state in his life. 

At the same time, the core members of the Xuanyuan family and the tens of thousands of members who 

were rushing over were all dumbfounded by what they saw. 

“What happened over there? What’s the spiritual light that Chen Zhufeng extracted from our ancestor’s 

body?” 

“The ancestor can’t die! If our ancestor is gone … Our Xuanyuan family will also be destroyed!” 

“Stop! Chen Zhufeng, stop!” 

Without a doubt, no one knew what Chen Xiaobei was doing. 

For the sake of the big picture, Xuanyuan zhengyong couldn’t die yet, or the Xuanyuan family would be 

doomed! 

“All members of the Xuanyuan family! Kneel down immediately! Greetings to your new clan head! Xuan! 

Yuan! Ta! the sea!” 

Chen Xiaobei focused his attention and controlled the demonic claw with his mind. The dark blue 

spiritual light was condensed into a fist-sized ball of light! 

“Chi …” 
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The blue ball of light shot towards Xuanyuan tuohai! It was completely injected into Xuanyuan tuohai’s 

sea of Qi dantian! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In the next moment, a terrifying thunderstorm seemed to have occurred in Xuanyuan tuohai’s body! 

The violent true essence fluctuations seemed to be able to tear the void apart and shatter the ancient 

times! 

In an instant, the surrounding wind surged and the cyclone reversed! 

The incomparably tyrannical shock wave caused the surrounding tens of thousands of people to be 

thrown off their horses! 

The terrifying wind shattered the platforms and even uprooted the houses in the distance, turning them 

into ruins! 

Even the clouds in the sky were pierced through, leaving a terrifying hole! At first glance, it was as if a 

huge hole had been poked in the sky! 

“Comfortable! Satisfying! It’s simply too cool!” 

Xuanyuan taohai was at the core of the true energy fluctuation, but the terrifying fluctuation did not 

hurt him at all. Instead, it brought him an extremely powerful force. 

Xuanyuan tuohai could clearly feel that the vital essence in his sea of Qi dantian was like an erupting 

volcano, constantly rising! 

One-star primordial spirit, two-star divine sea, three-star golden core, four-star nascent soul, five-star 

soul transformation, six-star combination, seven-star dongxu, eight-star Mahayana and nine-star 

tribulation! 

Early dujie stage, middle dujie stage, late dujie stage, peak dujie stage! 

In just a few dozen seconds, Xuanyuan tuohai’s cultivation broke through eight major realms and three 

minor realms, from one-star earth-god primary stage to nine-star earth-god peak stage! 

From this moment on, Xuanyuan zhengyong’s cultivation base had completely become Xuanyuan 

tuohai’s cultivation base! 

This included Xuanyuan zhengyong’s complete great success Dharmakaya, which also became Xuanyuan 

tuohai’s Dharmakaya! 

“The Xuanyuan family! All members!” 

Xuanyuan tuohai’s eyes narrowed, and his entire aura changed completely. “Kneel down and pay your 

respects to me!” 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a golden spiritual light as bright as the sun burst out from Xuanyuan 

taohai’s glabella! 



Then, the golden light quickly condensed and turned into a celestial-looking sword celestial from beyond 

the heavens! 

He was wearing a Golden Dragon robe! He stepped on a flowing rainbow! A huge sword was hanging 

behind his head, connecting the sky and the earth! Bright, sacred, unprecedented! 

“That ‘@@ s … That’s the celestial body of Emperor Xuanyuan! It’s the perfected Dharmakaya that our 

ancestor spent his entire life to condense!” 

“How did Xuanyuan tuohai form the celestial body of Emperor Xuanyuan? And this power was not 

inferior to the old ancestor at all! Could it be that Xuanyuan tuohai is also a peak nine-star earth 

immortal?” 

“I can’t be wrong! That terrifying true essence fluctuation, other than a peak Supreme martial artist, no 

one can do it!” 

“Don’t talk nonsense! Hurry up and kneel down! The family has a rule that the person who can form the 

Dharmakaya of Emperor Xuanyuan is the head of the Xuanyuan family!” 

greetings … Greetings, clan head … Greetings, clan head … 

In an instant, all the core members of the Xuanyuan family knelt on the ground and kowtowed to 

Xuanyuan tuohai with utmost sincerity! 

From this moment on, not only did Xuanyuan tuohai become the family head, but he also had the 

cultivation that the family head must have! 

From this moment on, all the members of the Xuanyuan family would support Xuanyuan tuohai! 

That was because Xuanyuan tuohai had replaced Xuanyuan zhengyong as the pillar of the entire clan! 

If Xuanyuan tuohai were to fall, the entire Xuanyuan family would gradually decline and eventually 

perish! 

Because of this, they would defend Xuanyuan tuohai in the same way they defended Xuanyuan 

zhengyong earlier! 

ah … How did it become like this … How did it become like this … 

Seeing this, Xuanyuan zhengyong let out a miserable and weak wail. He had lost all his energy, Qi, and 

spirit. Like a walking corpse, he was lifeless and in complete despair! 

The old man would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei would have a way to transfer his cultivation to 

Xuanyuan tuohai! 

Xuanyuan zhengyong had thought that he could threaten Chen Xiaobei with his cultivation and make 

him not dare to touch his position as the head of the family! 

However, Chen Xiaobei had easily destroyed his plan! 

After the transfer of cultivation, Xuanyuan tuohai would have the support of the entire family! 



He, Xuanyuan zhengyong, had become a dispensable pawn! Even if Chen Xiaobei were to stomp him to 

death right now, no one would dare to say a word! 

“Disciple thanks master!” 

As one of the top ten forces, tens of thousands of members of the Xuanyuan family knelt before 

Xuanyuan tuohai! 

But now, Xuanyuan tuohai knelt down in front of Chen Xiaobei, kowtowing three times and bowing nine 

times, extremely respectful! 

Without a doubt, even if Xuanyuan tuohai already possessed the strength of a peak earth immortal and 

became the master of a peak force, he would still be a peak earth immortal. Even if Xuanyuan tuohai 

achieved greater achievements! He would always remember one thing! 

His master was Chen Zhufeng, the beixuan Zhenren! 

Xuanyuan tuohai’s kowtow to Chen Xiaobei was equivalent to announcing to the world that the 

Xuanyuan family had officially become a branch of bei Xuan faction! 

With that, bei Xuan faction would become an existence that was above the peak forces! 

This was the only time in the entire earth-god Realm! 

“Get up!” 

“You already have the blood of the devil, and now you’ve got a super cultivation!” Later on, you only 

need to use the ‘sky-killing tyrant body technique’ to increase your physique! It’s not impossible for him 

to surpass Xuanyuan zhengyong and even become the strongest in the earth-god Realm!” 

When he said that, everyone present was naturally surprised and happy! 

If Xuanyuan tuohai really became the most powerful man in the earth-god Realm, then the status of the 

entire family would also rise, which would be beneficial to all the members of the family! 

“This is all thanks to master!” 

Xuanyuan tuohai said seriously, ” “Disciple swears that from now on, I will lead the entire family to do 

my utmost for master!” 

“No rush!” 

“Before you work for me, you have to take control of this family!” Chen Xiaobei said. The thousands of 

territories and thirty thousand countries under Xuanyuan will have to follow your lead!” 

I understand … Xuanyuan taohai furrowed his brows.”But I’m afraid this will be very difficult. I don’t 

know if I can do it well …” 

“This dog food is for you!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out a heavenly dog biscuit and said, ” “As the head of the family, you should know 

what to choose!” 
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3023 Valiantly breaking into the dragon tomb 

“Master gave me this …” 

Xuanyuan tuohai’s expression froze for a moment before he suddenly realized, ” “I understand what 

master means! As long as I can control Xuanyuan zhengyong with this, he’ll tell me everything he 

knows!” 

“That’s right!” 

that’s right! Chen Xiaobei nodded. now that you have cultivation, what you lack is the art of controlling 

people! Xuanyuan zhengyong had a lot of experience in his mind! Let him teach you, so that you can 

control the whole situation and stabilize the entire Xuanyuan Sacred Realm as soon as possible!” 

Xuanyuan tuo’s eyes narrowed as he said,’furthermore, Xuanyuan zhengyong has many secrets in his 

head! Let him tell us one by one, and we’ll get even more benefits!” 

“You’re Teachable!” “I’ll leave this loyal dog to you!” Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. After you use it, you 

can kill or scrape it!” 

“Disciple thanks master again!” Xuanyuan taohai kneeled down and bowed again. He was extremely 

grateful to Chen Xiaobei. 

In the past, Chen Xiaobei would only take in his own loyal dog. But this time, he had left Xuanyuan 

zhengyong, an extremely important loyal dog, to Xuanyuan taohai! 

This was obviously to help Xuanyuan tuohai grow faster, and at the same time, leave him with a huge 

fortune! 

that was why xuanyuan tuohai was so grateful to chen xiaobei! 

Of course, if Xuanyuan tuohai were to find out any important secrets, he would not hide them from 

Chen Xiaobei. 

“Open your mouth!” 

Xuanyuan tuohai walked over and stuffed the dog food into Xuanyuan zhengyong’s mouth. 

Because Xuanyuan zhengyong had lost his cultivation, an ordinary piece of dog food was enough to 

control him. 

After it recognized him as its master, Xuanyuan zhengyong became 100% loyal to Xuanyuan tuohai. 

As for when Xuanyuan tuohai wanted to kill this old thief for revenge, it was only a matter of moving his 

fingers. 

What happened after that was very simple. 

Feng Qingyang had helped to heal Xuanyuan Hengfeng and Wei Wanrong’s injuries. 
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Jiang Ziya assisted Xuanyuan guanghong to quickly organize and stabilize the entire family and Xuanyuan 

heavenly sect. 

Xuanyuan tuohai had learned the formation methods of the Imperial Sword formation and the universe 

traversing battle formation from Xuanyuan zhengyong, and he had completely grasped these two trump 

cards in his hands. 

In the end, Xuanyuan taohai obtained the one-star heaven immortal artifact that was used to protect 

the Xuanyuan family! 

The extreme Emperor golden shine sword! 

Xuanyuan taohai had planned to give this divine instrument to Chen Xiaobei. 

But Chen Xiaobei did not accept it. 

After all, the most important Foundation to support a top force was a heaven immortal artifact! 

If Xuanyuan tuohai did not have a heaven immortal weapon, how could he support such a huge force? 

How could they resist the pressure from outsiders? 

Chen Xiaobei did not even take anything from the Xuanyuan family’s Treasury. 

This was to allow Xuanyuan tuohai to maintain the normal operations of the Xuanyuan family. 

If Chen Xiaobei emptied the Treasury, this force would become an empty shell. They would not be able 

to gather the People’s hearts and they would not be able to fight against the strong enemies. Sooner or 

later, they would be destroyed. 

Of course, even though Chen Xiaobei did not take anything, these things were just like his own. If he 

really had to use them, he could empty the Treasury with a single word. 

Moreover, Xuanyuan tuohai was always on Chen Xiaobei’s side. If he found anything good in the 

Treasury, he would be the first to present it to Chen Xiaobei. 

At this point, the whole matter could be considered to have completely come to an end! 

Qiu Ling ‘er and the other disciples all stayed to help Xuanyuan tuohai. 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, was on his way to the Red Lotus Imperial City in Northern Kuru’s Lu 

Zhou as fast as he could! 

…… 

Red Lotus capital city. 

This was originally the core Imperial City of the eastern defensive line of the heavenly Yin sacred region! 

But just a few days ago, nine nether platform had declared war on heavenly Yin Hall! 

The new king of the Red Lotus capital city had changed sides and led the entire capital city to join the 

nine Serenities platform. 



This way, the eastern gate of the heavenly Yin Hall was completely opened, and the Army of nine nether 

platform crossed the Tiger cage mountain range like a landslide, surging into the heavenly Yin sacred 

territory! 

The upper echelons of heavenly Yin Hall would never have dreamed that Red Lotus capital city would 

surrender without putting up any resistance! 

In addition, the dark seal Saint master of the nine nether platform and all the Supreme great emperors 

had come out, which caught the heavenly Yin Hall off guard and threw them into chaos! 

In just a few days, nine nether platform had already seized ten large regions and more than three 

hundred main cities under the banner of heavenly Yin Hall! 

At this rate, in less than half a year, the netherworld sacred domain would be completely flattened by 

the netherworld Army of the sacred Lord of netherworld seal, and all of them would belong to the 

netherworld sacred domain! 

Chen Xiaobei was not the least bit worried about the war. 

The reason why he came to Red Lotus city was because he wanted to find the new king of the city! 

Nalan Yonghe! 

This man was Chen Xiaobei’s loyal dog. He would lead the Red Lotus Imperial City to surrender. This was 

Chen Xiaobei’s plan. It was one of the gifts for dugu zang Xian. 

More importantly, Nalan Yong had been to the dark Dragon tomb, one of the seven forbidden places in 

the earth-god Realm, and he had come out alive! 

The opportunity for the Dragon’s edge was hidden in the Obsidian Dragon tomb! 

Three days later, the Jade Rabbit beauty left the North Sea! 

This could very well be Shen gongpao’s trap. So, in the last three days, Chen Xiaobei had to do 

everything he could to increase his strength! 

Now that his cultivation was stuck, all Chen Xiaobei could do was to strengthen his trump card! 

The demonic Dragon’s Edge’s power was unbelievable. As long as he could get his hands on the 

treasures in the Obsidian Dragon tomb, his level and power would increase dramatically, and he would 

become Chen Xiaobei’s new trump card! 

In the past, Chen Xiaobei was not strong enough to go to the dark Dragon tomb and he might have lost 

his life. 

But now, things were different. He had three heaven immortal artifacts and more than 260 billion 

upper-grade spirit stones in his possession. 

Chen Xiaobei was confident enough to venture into this forbidden land that even a peak earth-god 

would be afraid of! 

…… 



“What? Master, are you going to the dark Dragon tomb? And you’re going now?” 

Nalan Yonghe was dumbfounded. 

He had just met Chen Xiaobei and did not even have time to exchange any pleasantries before he was 

stunned by Chen Xiaobei. 

“That’s right! I’m going there now!” 

if I’m not mistaken, you were lucky enough to enter the Obsidian Dragon tomb and get a mystical 

equipment token. You even made it out alive! Therefore, you are the best guide!” 

master didn’t remember wrongly … I should still be able to find the path back then … Nalan Yonghe 

frowned.”But the danger there can easily kill a peak earth immortal! I’m afraid that even true celestial 

Immortals wouldn’t dare to rashly charge in!” 

“I’ve already decided, you don’t need to talk nonsense!” Chen Xiaobei’s attitude was firm. 

alright … I’ll bring master over … Nalan Yonghe’s face was pale. Even though he was terrified, he was one 

hundred percent loyal to Chen Xiaobei. He would not reject any request from Chen Xiaobei! 

Without making any stops, the two of them set off at the fastest speed to one of the seven forbidden 

places in the earth-god Realm! 

The dark Dragon tomb! 
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3024 Secret meeting of the Heaven’s Gate 

master, the vast Montenegro below is the entrance to the Obsidian Dragon tomb … 

Although he was flying in the sky and was a few thousand meters above the ground, Nalan Yonghe’s 

expression was grave. He was extremely nervous and didn’t dare to be careless. 

“Just the entrance is already this big?” 

Chen Xiaobei looked down. 

It was a boundless Black Mountain Range with no end in sight. 

Looking down from the sky, the mountain was like a black ocean, and the rising and falling peaks were 

like the waves on the sea. 

However, although the Montenegro was as vast as the ocean, there was no life at all. Not only were 

there no living creatures, even plants could not grow! 

The entire space was immersed in a gloomy atmosphere! 

Desolation, desolation, and even darkness! 

No one knew how many fatal dangers were hidden under this boundless darkness. How many hidden 

secrets? How many bones and souls were there? 
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“Right! It’s only the entrance!” 

“Enter the center of the Montenegro and go down the dark abyss for millions of meters before you can 

truly enter the dark Dragon tomb!” Nalan Yonghe said in a deep voice. 

“What? Millions of meters underground?” 

this is … Chen Xiaobei frowned. the Obsidian Dragon tomb is buried so deep, and yet it can still cause 

the land to be devoid of humans and beasts! Not even a blade of grass can survive! If we were to Enter 

the Dragon tomb, how terrifying would the environment be?” 

“I’m not too sure about that …” 

Nalan Yonghe said in a deep voice,”the place where I fell back then was indeed under the dark abyss. I 

flew for millions of miles before I rushed out of the abyss!” However, the environment I saw in the abyss 

was very beautiful!” 

there are endless fiery red maple trees, a beautiful lake that is like a gem, and soft and warm light. It’s 

like a paradise, and it’s so fascinating that one doesn’t want to leave! 

if I hadn’t clearly seen where I fell when I fell, I wouldn’t have believed it even if you beat me to death. 

That place was actually within the Obsidian Dragon tomb! 

Nalan Yonghe paused and continued,”of course, I don’t have the courage to walk out of the maple 

forest, so I don’t know anything about the situation outside!” It’s very likely that the most fatal and 

darkest forbidden area is outside the maple forest!” 

“Interesting!” let’s go! Chen Xiaobei said, ” bring me to the maple forest first! 

“Yes, sir!” Nalan Yonghe nodded and immediately stepped forward to lead the way. 

…… 

Tianji city. 

Sky Gate Palace in the clouds. 

The old man of heavenly secrets, Xu yunkong, and the heavenly master of Jade void, Zhao Tianchao, 

were all sitting on the thrones shining with spiritual light. 

After leaving the Xuanyuan family, they had been sitting there, discussing the impact of the entire 

incident and how to deal with the subsequent changes. 

Under Canaan Yu’s lead, the master of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda, the Holy Pagoda judge, 

sakananchi, had also arrived. 

Not long after, Zeus, the king of the gods of the temple of the gods, also came uninvited. 

Then, Zhu tianzong, the old ancestor of the nine Yin of the heavenly Yin Hall, also came to ask for help 

because of the war at the nine nether platform. 

In the end, to everyone’s surprise, even the Blood Moon Swordmaster, an ancient demon, came to the 

heaven Gate Palace. 



At this point! 

Dao, Buddha, demon, devil, and the Western religious sect-the six Supreme martial artists at the peak of 

their power had gathered at the heavenly gate Palace! 

A meeting of this level was almost unprecedented! 

After the meeting, all the contradictions were actually concentrated on a youth at the peak of the 

Golden elixir realm! 

That’s right! He was the leader of bei Xuan faction, Chen Zhufeng! 

Chen Zhufeng has broken the stability of Videha that has lasted for hundreds of millions of years! 

Zhao Tianchao said in a deep voice, ” I’ve received news that the Xuanyuan family has changed their 

head. It’s surprisingly calm. No one is resisting! It’s only a matter of time before this peak power falls 

under bei Xuan faction!” 

“Chen Zhufeng destroyed the MU ye chapter of the temple of the gods!” 

Zeus’s eyes flickered with anger.”If he takes control of the Xuanyuan family, the gods ‘Palace will have 

no place in the Videha!” 

“Chen Zhufeng destroyed half of my sect! He even secretly supported that b * tch dugu zang Xian in 

launching an all-out war Against Me!” 

Zhu tianzong gritted his teeth and said,”Chen Zhufeng is the archenemy of the Zhu family!” If he is 

allowed to step on the Xuanyuan family and gain a firm foothold, the end of the Zhu family will come!” 

Chen Zhufeng destroyed the rebirth demon cave, captured the demon subduing Vajra, and even became 

the auspicious cloud Bodhisattva worshipped by the people! 

I’m sure that if we leave Chen Zhufeng alone, he’ll come to aparagodya sooner or later and shake the 

foundation of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda! Canaan su said coldly. 

“Chen Zhufeng and I don’t have any deep grudges …” 

“However, since Mr. Fu has helped me break the seal, I will use Chen Zhufeng’s head to return the 

favor!” The Blood Moon Swordmaster said with narrowed eyes. 

“Everyone …” 

Xu mangkong narrowed his eyes and said indifferently, ” “Since ancient times, you have been following 

my Xu family in secret! We’ve slaughtered Jiuli, exterminated the che clan, and obtained the demon 

bone … We’ve long been allies! We’re all together for good or bad!” 

“Right now, Chen Zhufeng is going against all of our interests! Not to mention that you all want to kill 

this kid, even the family head has been alarmed by him!” 

Everyone was shocked. 

“What? Is Mr. Fu coming out of his seclusion?” The Blood Moon Swordmaster was shocked. 



“It’s unlikely …” Zhu tianzong swallowed his saliva. why would Mr. Fu have to do it personally for Chen 

Zhufeng? ” 

“A mere thief, there’s no need for Mr. Fu to take action!” 

Canaan ti narrowed his eyes and was filled with killing intent. it’s more than enough for us to deal with 

Chen Zhufeng. As long as we find a chance, we’ll make sure he dies a horrible death! 

“Everyone, you’re thinking too much!” 

Xu mangkong said in a deep voice,”master’s cultivation has reached the limit of the earth level deity. 

Once he comes out, the heavenly Tribulation will come immediately!” Therefore, we can only deal with 

Chen Zhufeng!” 

Everyone heaved a sigh of relief. 

however, the family head said that the immeasurable catastrophe is coming. The situation in the earth-

god Realm has been invaded by the forces of the Three Realms! 

“If nothing unexpected happens, I’m afraid that hundreds of people will cross the heavenly Tribulation 

and ascend this year!” Xu mangkong said. 

“What? Hundreds of people? This … How is this possible?” 

Everyone was shocked and their eyes almost popped out.”In the past hundreds of millions of years, no 

more than three earth level deities have successfully passed the Tribulation! This year, there would be a 

hundred people going through the Tribulation? This is crazy …” 

“This is normal!” 

Xu mangkong said,”those who are going through the heavenly Tribulation are ancient Immortals with 

extremely powerful heavenly tribulations!” It’s very easy for them to pass the Tribulation!” 

“Even after ascending to the heavenly realm, their cultivation can still soar rapidly! He might even return 

to his peak! Therefore, a hundred people is just a conservative estimate!” 

When everyone heard this, they were even more shocked. 

I’ve received news that Chen Zhufeng went straight to the Obsidian Dragon tomb after leaving the 

Xuanyuan family! 

Xu mangkong’s eyes narrowed and he said ruthlessly, ” “What the master means is that if it’s 

inconvenient for you to help, you can ask the ancient Immortals for help!” 
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you’re indeed Mr. Fu. You’re so thoughtful! 
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of course not! Zhao Tianchao sneered. on the surface, we’re a righteous sect. If we touch Chen Zhufeng, 

I’m afraid it will shake the support of our believers! With the help of the ancient Immortals, we can stay 

out of this and not be affected!” 

Zhu tianzong frowned. but the problem is that we have never had any contact with those ancient 

Immortals. We don’t know what they want. We don’t even know where to find them! 

“Don’t worry, whatever you can think of, the head of the family has already thought of it!” 

“I’ll give each of you an address later,” Xu mangkong said.”Follow the address and you’ll be able to find 

the ancient Immortals who have reached the peak of the Tribulation passing stage! They don’t need 

anything. As long as they hear about Chen Zhufeng’s whereabouts, they will kill him without hesitation!” 

As soon as he said this, everyone’s face was filled with surprise. They didn’t dare to believe that this was 

true. 

could it be that those ancient Celestials have a deep grudge against Chen Zhufeng? You’re willing to kill 

Chen Zhufeng without any benefits?” Zeus asked, puzzled. 

The Blood Moon Swordmaster also frowned. I almost died in that damn place when I had a heaven 

immortal artifact! Do those ancient Immortals have the courage to go?” 

“You don’t need to doubt the patriarch’s decision!” 

of course! Xu mangkong said confidently. those ancient Immortals are extremely powerful beings. The 

dangers in the dark Dragon tomb are nothing to them! Furthermore, they had the support of a true 

immortal! Enough to kill Chen Zhufeng!” 

“Strange!” “Why didn’t Mr. Fu tell us earlier if there was such a good idea?” Zhu tianzong frowned. 

because Chen Zhufeng is a big anomaly! 

Chen Zhufeng! Xu mangkong said, ” the family head didn’t expect Chen Zhufeng to be able to cause such 

a huge storm. He even crippled Xuanyuan zhengyong! That was why he didn’t want to alert the ancient 

Immortals! But now, Chen Zhufeng can’t be allowed to live, so the master has to use his killer move!” 

“Understood!” 

Zhao Tianchao nodded. then, Daoist Chao Kong, please tell us the ancient deity we’re looking for. We’ll 

take action now to avoid any more variables! 

“Alright!” 

Xu mangkong immediately said,”Daoist brother Tian Chao, go to Mount Tai in the East and find Huang 

Feihu!” Daoist brother tianzong, go to Mount Heng in the southern mountains and find Chong Heihu! 

Blood Moon Daoist brother, go to Mount Song and find Wen pin! Master Canaan, go to the North 

mountains and find Chui Ying! Zeus, go to Mount xiyue and find jiang xiong!” 

Xu mangkong said the names of the five ancient Celestials in one breath. 

Those who weren’t familiar with the gods of the celestial heavens naturally wouldn’t know how 

powerful these five people were. 



However, in reality, Huang Feihu was the benevolent divine Emperor equal to heaven, Chong Heihu was 

the heavenly Sacred Emperor, Wen pin was the Zhongtian chongsheng Emperor, cui Ying was the 

heavenly profound divine Emperor, and jiang xiong was the Golden heaven wish Saint Emperor! 

These five people were the five Mountain Gods of the heavenly court who had died in the last 

immeasurable cultivation tribulation and were sealed in Investiture of the Gods by Jiang Ziya. 

Their peak strength was extremely powerful! The Dharma Treasures and immortal beasts in his hands 

were even more powerful! 

these five ancient Celestials have been cultivating in seclusion using the ancient inheritance since they 

were reincarnated. Now, they’ve all reached the peak of the earth celestial realm! 

Xu mangkong squinted his eyes and said confidently, ” “Their ancient immortal memories are enough 

for them to move freely in the Obsidian Dragon tomb! With the support of the true immortals behind 

them, they will definitely have enough power to kill Chen Zhufeng!” 

Obviously, what Xu mangkong said was actually what Mr. Fu said. 

Naturally, no one present would doubt it. 

“I understand! We’ll set off immediately!” 

After everyone took note of the information, they left the heavenly gate Palace and headed in five 

different directions. 

…… 

Desolate Montenegro. 

“Master … The dark abyss is below …” 

Nalan Yonghe swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly,”Back then, I fell from this position, and I also 

flew out from here! In theory, as long as we go straight up and down, there won’t be any danger … But 

in fact, after so many years, I can’t guarantee what the situation is like down there …” 

“I understand! I’ll naturally be careful.” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the destructive hou and the nineslope Skynet and injected 30 billion upper 

spiritual stones into them. 

Now, Chen Xiaobei only had 207 billion upper spiritual stones in his cash reserve. 

Fortunately, there was still spiritual energy in the earth escape immortal puppet, so he didn’t need to 

replenish it. 

Chen Xiaobei held the earth escape divine gourd in his hand and the ninesun net was hidden in the 

Meru dimension. If there was any danger, Chen Xiaobei could summon the two divine instruments. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was still worried. He released the demon Vanquisher Vajra and the reborn ghost 

king from the Meru space. 

“You two, fly in front!” 



activate your primordial spirit domain! Chen Xiaobei ordered. expand your primordial spirit domain to 

the maximum! If you encounter any danger, sound the alarm immediately!” 

“What is this place?” 

The reborn ghost king frowned and said, ” I can sense that there’s something extremely terrifying at the 

bottom of the abyss … It’s as if it can kill me with a snap of its fingers … 

“It’s that terrifying?” Chen Xiaobei frowned. 

“Oh my God! This … This this this …” 

The next moment, the demon fighter screamed, ” “This is the entrance to the Obsidian Dragon tomb! 

Master … You … Are you here to seek death …” 

the Obsidian Dragon tomb?! 

The rebirth ghost king also exclaimed,”is this the legendary Dark Dragon tomb, one of the seven 

forbidden places in the earth-god Realm?” If a peak earth immortal went in, he would not be able to 

return! Even with a heaven-immortal artifact, I can’t guarantee that I’ll be able to escape unscathed!” 

It was obvious that the rebirth ghost king had been sealed in the rebirth demon cave all year round and 

had never come to this place. 

However, the moment he heard the demon fighter’s shriek, the reborn ghost king also immediately 

exclaimed the horror of this place! 

One had to know that the cultivation of these two guys had already reached nine stars tribulation 

passing realm! 

Even they had changed their expressions at the mere mention of the dark Dragon tomb! 

One could imagine that this damn place was really not for humans! 

“Cut the crap! Just do as I tell you to!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Don’t forget, your lives are mine! Obey orders and live, disobey orders and die!” 

“Yes, sir!” The reborn ghost king flew into the abyss without a word. 

The reincarnated ghost king was an evil spirit that had formed a blood contract with Chen Xiaobei. He 

was 100% loyal to Chen Xiaobei. 

“Master … Please spare my life …” 

As for the demon fighter, it was controlled by the soul-hunting banner and only submitted because it 

was afraid of death. It was not 100% loyal to Chen Xiaobei. 

“I won’t say a second word of nonsense!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were cold and murderous. “If you want to have your Dharmakaya body torn apart 

bit by bit and your soul devoured, then you can stay!” 

“This …” 



The king Kong was in tears. the Obsidian Dragon tomb is terrifying … Master, you’re just as terrifying … 

My life is over … 

With a wail, the demon fighter also flew into the abyss. He had no other choice. 
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He rushed into the abyss and was surrounded by darkness. 

Fortunately, Nalan Yong didn’t deviate from the location he remembered, and he didn’t encounter any 

danger along the way. 

Of course, the reborn ghost king and the demon fighter did not dare to fly too fast. They kept a safe 

distance from Chen Xiaobei. 

If they were in danger, Chen Xiaobei could retreat at any time. 

“Wu … Wuwu …” 

As they continued down, ghostly wails and Wolf-like howls began to ring out from all directions. 

“What’s that sound?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

I’m not sure either. It might be due to the presence of these demons and Yin ghosts … 

“However, master can rest assured!” Nalan Yonghe said. There was no danger in the space above the 

red maple forest! As long as we go straight up and down, and not deviate from this cylindrical space, we 

can safely land in the red maple forest!” 

“Alright!” Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and said,’rebirth! Increase your speed!” 

“Yes, sir!” The reborn ghost king responded and took the lead to rush down. 

master … the king Kong flew back to Chen Xiaobei and said, ” leave the scouting mission to the past life. 

I’ll be responsible for protecting master! 

“Coward!” what a waste of resources! Chen Xiaobei said. it’s a waste of resources to keep the soul-

hunting Gu in your body! 

The Vajra said with excitement, ” master, why don’t you take out the soul-hunting flag and let me live … 

I’ll never forget your kindness! 

Chen Xiaobei thought for a moment and said,’how about this, I just need you to help me find someone! 

After this, I’ll take out the soul hunting flag and return you your freedom!” 

“No problem!” 

The demon Vanquisher Vajra’s eyes lit up, and he was extremely excited. as long as master doesn’t allow 

me to enter the Obsidian Dragon tomb, I’m willing to do anything, let alone find someone! 

“Alright!” 
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alright! Chen Xiaobei nodded. go to Northern kuruzhou and help me find a person called Taiyi! 

“Taiyi? I’ve never heard of it …” 

the northern kuruzhou is so big, ” the Vajra frowned. where should I find him? ” 

“In the northernmost part of Northern kuruzhou, there is an ancient ice plain that is rarely visited by 

humans!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“The ancient ice field?” 

that’s a godforsaken place! the king Kong frowned and said, ” there’s no one there, and the spiritual 

energy is scarce. No one will go there! Master, are you sure you’re not mistaken?” 

“I can’t be wrong!” 

I can sense Taiyi’s location! He’s right at the center of the eternal ice field! Chen Xiaobei said. When you 

get there, if you don’t see him, just tell him that bro bei is looking for you. He’ll naturally show up to see 

you!” 

“So mysterious?” 

The Vajra’s face was full of bewilderment as he said,”master!” I promise to go to the eternal ice field, 

but if the person you are looking for is not there, don’t blame me!” 

“Don’t worry. He will be there when you arrive!” you just need to bring him here, ” Chen Xiaobei said. I’ll 

help you take out the soul-hunting flag and return your freedom! 

“Good! It’s decided then!” The Vajra nodded heavily. 

“When you get to beikuluzhou, if you run into any trouble, you can go to dugu zang!” Chen Xiaobei 

added. Just say that I asked her for help!” 

“Sacred Lord Netherseal?” The Vajra swallowed his saliva and said, ” “I understand! Master, don’t 

worry!” 

After saying that, the demon fighter flew up and left the dark abyss. 

“Master … Do you really believe in this demon fighter?” “He’s not 100% loyal after all …” Nalan Yonghe 

said with a frown. 

“He’s not 100% loyal, but he’s 100% afraid of death!” Such a timid person, I have his life in my hands, 

aren’t you afraid he will fly out of my palm!” 

“But he’s a trillion kilometers away. Can master still control his life and death?” Nalan Yonghe asked 

doubtfully. 

“Of course you can!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. the soul hunting Leviathan’s original name was the invincible 

bull Loach. This little fellow is 100% loyal to me. It is also very spiritual! If the demon Vanquisher Vajra 

dares to have any crooked ideas, Soul Hunter will naturally take care of him!” 

I see … Nalan Yonghe nodded, feeling relieved. 



the king Kong is not a hundred percent loyal. He is also a coward. If we were to encounter any life-

threatening Danger in the Dark Dragon tomb, he would probably ruin our plan. That’s why I decided to 

transfer him away! 

“Master, you’re so thoughtful!” “The Darkshadow Dragon tomb is extremely dangerous. It’s not safe to 

have an unfaithful person by my side!” Nalan Yonghe suddenly realized. 

“Let’s go! Let’s increase our speed!” Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and continued to speed down. 

After a period of time. 

The dark abyss that was originally so dark that one couldn’t even see their own fingers actually had a ray 

of light! 

The strangest thing was that the lower he flew, the brighter the light became. It even gradually became 

as bright as day, almost no different from the day on land. 

As they continued to descend, they passed through a layer of colorless and invisible barrier. The scene in 

front of them had undergone an earth-shaking change. 

If they had not seen it with their own eyes, no one would have believed that there was a beautiful fiery 

red maple forest hidden under the desolate Montenegro. 

Hundreds of millions of maple trees were arranged in the space. 

The fiery red maple leaves were gorgeous, beautiful, and picturesque. 

A strong wind blew, and the leaves flew up like fireworks! It floated down to the ground and laid out a 

fluffy, soft, fiery red carpet! 

The rebirth ghost king was dumbfounded and stood there for a long time.”Did we come to the wrong 

place … How can this be the dark Dragon tomb? It should be a paradise!” 

“Follow me, there’s an even more beautiful lake over there!” 

Nalan Yonghe switched to the front to lead the way. As he walked, he said, I’m guessing that this maple 

forest might be a corner of the Obsidian Dragon tomb. It’s like an oasis in the desert. As long as you walk 

out of it, you’ll encounter a life-threatening danger! 

“If I’m not mistaken, other than its beauty, the water in the lake also has the effect of detoxification?” 

Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Yeah!” 

“Back then, I was chased by a poisonous bat. After being poisoned, I fell into that Lake. The lake water 

can not only detoxify poison, but also heal injuries!” Nalan Yonghe said. I only escaped after I fully 

recovered!” 

“There’s such a magical Lake?” The reborn ghost king couldn’t believe it. 

The group quickened their pace. 

After passing through a dense maple forest, the legendary Lake came into everyone’s view. 



Like a bright pearl in a blazing sea of fire, the lake was truly bright and beautiful. 

“How come I can’t see anything special about this Lake?” The rebirth ghost king was confused. 

of course you can’t see it. Drink a mouthful of the lake water and you’ll know its mystery! Nalan Yonghe 

said. 

“Good! I’ll try!” 

Chen Xiaobei walked over and took some of the lake water. He took a sip. 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed. 
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“Master! What … What’s wrong?” 

The reborn ghost king looked at Chen Xiaobei, dumbfounded. 

In the reincarnated ghost King’s mind, Chen Xiaobei’s state of mind was terrifyingly strong. He was the 

kind of person who could remain calm in the face of danger. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei’s expression was one of extreme shock! 

Not only that, but Chen Xiaobei’s entire body was also petrified. He was frozen on the spot, unable to 

even move a finger. 

“There shouldn’t be any problems …” 

Nalan Yonghe was also very puzzled. He hurriedly ran over and also drank some of the lake water. it 

feels the same as back then. There’s nothing unusual … What happened to master … 

Chen Xiaobei did not react at all. He was still frozen in place. 

The reborn ghost king and Nalan Yonghe were both panicking. 

“Whoosh …” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s body emitted a strong surge of ethereal force. 

Moreover, this true essence glowed with a seven-colored light, as if it was a fusion of seven attributes. 

It was like a rainbow. One end of it was connected to Chen Xiaobei’s dantian, and the other end of it was 

connected to the center of the lake. 

“My God … What … What is going on?” Nalan Yonghe was dumbfounded. With his limited experience, 

he had no idea what was happening in front of him. 

Even the reincarnated ghost king, who had lived for hundreds of millions of years, was full of doubt. this 

Lake seems to have a spirit … It’s communicating with master’s spirit … But it doesn’t seem to have any 

spirit. It’s master’s true essence that caused the fluctuations … 
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Nalan Yonghe was extremely worried,”master!” Master, can you hear us? Don’t scare us!” 

However, Chen Xiaobei still did not respond, as if he did not hear Nalan Yonghe’s words. 

“Don’t panic!” 

The rebirth ghost king said,”master’s life force is very strong. His breath and heartbeat are also very 

stable!” It was clear that there was no danger! Let’s calm down and observe carefully before we talk!” 

Nalan Yonghe had no other choice but to nod and observe Chen Xiaobei’s condition. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

After the silence, the sound of the wind around them became particularly clear. 

And where the wind passed, the surface of the lake suddenly rippled. 

Wave after wave, the cycle repeated. 

From wave to wave, the back wave pushed the front wave, and the cycle continued. 

A few minutes later, the originally calm surface of the lake was suddenly filled with huge waves. 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

At the same time, in Chen Xiaobei’s sea of Qi dantian, the area around the Golden core, which was 

originally calm and peaceful, suddenly exploded with waves of ethereal force. 

It was like waves turning into waves and eventually into huge waves. 

Chen Xiaobei’s ethereal force was also growing stronger and stronger, wave after wave, each stronger 

than the last! 

Chen Xiaobei was surrounded by a strong wind! 

The green grass was crushed into a circular depression, and the red maple was rolled up into a Red 

Tornado! 

“Oh my God …” 

Nalan Yong’s cultivation level was the same as his, and he was forced to retreat by the strong wind. 

Even the rebirth ghost king was extremely shocked.”What is master doing? Why was it able to trigger 

such a heaven and earth phenomenon? Could it be that there’s a great opportunity hidden in this Lake?” 

“If there’s a great opportunity, why is it not effective on me?” “Could it be that this opportunity was 

specially prepared for master?” Nalan Yonghe’s brows furrowed. 

No… the reborn ghost king shook his head and said in a deep voice, ” “The Fortune of heaven and earth 

will never be prepared for one person! It will only be activated because someone has something special 

on them!” 

“You mean …” Nalan Yonghe suddenly understood.”Master, do you have some special item that can 

activate the opportunities here?” 



“It must be like this!” let’s continue to observe … the reborn ghost king said in a deep voice. I can feel 

that master’s true origin fluctuations are getting stronger and stronger … This opportunity will definitely 

be a great improvement for master! 

Nalan Yonghe nodded and didn’t say anything else. 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

Just like what the ghost king had said, Chen Xiaobei’s ethereal force was released from his golden core. 

It was no different from usual but because of the repeated cycle, it became stronger and stronger! 

The ethereal force at the outermost layer had already exceeded the strength of Chen Xiaobei’s current 

level! 

“Whoosh …” 

Finally! 

The strength of his true essence had reached its limit! 

The rainbow-like seven-colored ethereal force that connected Chen Xiaobei to the lake was suddenly 

sucked back into Chen Xiaobei’s dantian! 

The strangest thing was that after the ethereal force was sucked in, a mysterious seven-colored spiritual 

force from the lake was also sucked into Chen Xiaobei’s dantian! 

Like a giant whale sucking in water, the mysterious seven-colored spiritual force gushed into Chen 

Xiaobei’s dantian and poured into Chen Xiaobei’s golden core. 

It was as if Chen Xiaobei’s golden core had been baptized, and its essence had changed! 

“Ka … Ka …” 

As the lake’s surface gradually darkened, the seven-colored spiritual energy also decreased! 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s golden core made a cracking sound! 

A crack appeared on the originally perfect and round golden core. Then, more and more cracks 

appeared like a spider web! 

“BOOM!” 

Suddenly, the entire golden core collapsed and shattered into countless golden scraps! 

The Golden core was the final carrier of the true essence of an immortal cultivator. There were only two 

possibilities for the collapse of the Golden core! 

One was to cripple his cultivation! 

The second was to break the core and give birth to the nascent soul! 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei belonged to the latter! 

Within the shattered golden core, a small fire seed was slowly ignited. 



Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Immediately after, the Jindan’s residue melted into a liquid state and then evaporated into a gas state. 

The Golden steam was absorbed by the tiny fire seed, causing it to grow rapidly. 

The small fire seed that was originally the size of a melon seed gradually grew to the size of a broad 

bean. 

It was like a baby gradually taking shape in the mother’s womb. The top end of the broad bean became 

a head, the front end became a pair of hands that were curled up between the head and the chest, and 

the bottom end became a pair of legs that were tightly curled up. 

After that, little broad bean stretched out. Her head, body, and limbs all became particularly clear, 

turning into a thumb-sized little person! 

After a while, the little person grew to the size of a palm, and its appearance became clearer and 

clearer, like a miniature version of Chen Xiaobei! 

His appearance, body shape, and even muscle lines were exactly the same as Chen Xiaobei’s! 

They were completely carved out of the same mold! 

That’s right! 

This little person was Chen Xiaobei’s nascent soul! 

The Golden core was broken! The birth of the nascent soul! 

Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation had broken through to the four-star nascent Soul Stage! 

“Phew …” 

Finally, Chen Xiaobei let out a long breath. His dull eyes returned to normal, and he was full of energy. 

“My God … Master actually broke the mirror …” 

The reborn ghost king and Nalan Yonghe were dumbfounded and shocked beyond words. 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” “I didn’t expect that I would break the mirror! Moreover, the 

improvement this time is really not small!” 

[ ding Yingluo’s cultivation base: early nascent Soul Stage. Lifespan: …… 
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[ ding Yingluo’s cultivation base: early nascent Soul Stage. Lifespan: Year 214255, physical body: 150 

million, combat power: 150 million, primordial spirit attack: Saint level! 

“I’ve finally broken through!” 
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Chen Xiaobei was extremely excited. It had been a long time since he had felt so good.”Breaking the 

core and giving birth to the nascent soul is the nascent Soul Stage! I’ve finally managed to break through 

the bottleneck of a major realm after such a long time!” 

“My life span has increased by 60000 years! My combat power has increased by 40 million!” 

lifespan means a lot to me. With this 60000 years of lifespan, I’ll have another life-saving ‘trump card’! 

to me, combat strength doesn’t mean much, but after I break through to the next realm, I can continue 

to cultivate! 

“With my reserve of spiritual stones and the level nine heavenly Dao cultivation Halo! As long as I have 

enough time, I will be able to reach the peak of the original level!” 

“In addition to my Level 5 life span Halo, every time I break through a small realm, it will increase my life 

span! Furthermore, the increase in quantity was six times that of a normal person breaking through a 

small realm! Just thinking about it made him feel great! Hahaha …” 

Chen Xiaobei was in a really good mood! 

Compared to obtaining some high-rank earth-god instruments, the feeling of breaking through to the 

next realm was definitely countless times better! 

Even if Chen Xiaobei had to clear a dozen of them, it would not be as satisfying as breaking through a 

major realm! 

But of course, Chen Xiaobei was still very calm. 

believers are extremely important. If I want to cultivate faster and increase my lifespan, I have to find a 

way to gain more believers and increase the level of my heavenly Dao Halo! 

‘After I meet the northern Sea Jade bunny girl, I’ll go back to the Nanzhan state! This time, I’m going to 

devour the other forces as fast as I can! The thirty thousand kingdoms of jambu! I’ll finally be able to 

take them all into my palm!” 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei’s goal had always been to unify the Nanzhan state and then control the 

entire earth-god Realm! 

Although Chen Xiaobei had been busy with his travels and did not have the time to return to Nanzhan 

state. 

However, his goal of unifying the Nanzhan state had never changed! Bei Xuan faction’s internal 

preparations had never stopped! 

The three Chambers of Commerce, Qingcheng, Beichen, and Greenlotus, had saved up a huge amount of 

military funds! 

Xiang Yu, Zhao Yun, Ying Zheng, and Lu Bu had been training the Army of the fire cloud domain day and 

night! 

Liu xuanxin and the other members of bei Xuan faction who had attained the seven-star earth-god level 

were cultivating day and night. Their cultivation levels were gradually stabilizing. 



This was especially true for Liu xuanxin. With the bloodline of the divine Phoenix, she would be able to 

advance by leaps and bounds once her cultivation level stabilized. 

Liu xuanxin had already broken through the eight-star Mahayana stage and was heading straight for the 

nine-star tribulation stage! It was only a matter of time before he reached the peak of the nine-star level 

and became a Supreme at the peak of the earth-god Realm. 

Furthermore, his personal disciples grew rapidly and became famous all over the world! Xuanyuan 

tuohai even became the head of the Xuanyuan family! 

All of this was a great help to Chen Xiaobei! 

It was no exaggeration to say that once Chen Xiaobei returned to Nanzhan state, there would only be 

one outcome. 

A sovereign descending to the world! Sweep across all directions! 

“Congratulations, master! I’ve successfully broken the mirror!” The rebirth ghost king and Nalan Yonghe 

stepped forward to congratulate him. 

One was a demonic spirit and the other was a loyal dog. They were both 100% loyal to Chen Xiaobei. 

When Chen Xiaobei was in danger, they were all worried. 

They were overjoyed that Chen Xiaobei had broken through the mirror. But, of course, they were also 

filled with curiosity. 

“Master, what happened just now?” 

Nalan Yonghe impatiently asked,”What is the mystery hidden in this Lake? Why is master the only one 

who can trigger the phenomenon?” 

He was a loyal dog anyway, so there was no need to hide anything. 

“This lake water is related to the ancient che clan!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Che clan?” Nalan Yonghe was dumbfounded,”what race is that?” How come I’ve never heard of it?” 

“It’s an ancient race with half a human body and half a snake tail! She was the descendant of the demon 

race’s Nuwa Grand Sage! However, many, many years ago, the Xiu clan in the earth-god Realm had 

already gone extinct! So, it’s not strange that you haven’t heard of it! 

I see … Nalan Yonghe nodded, but he was even more puzzled.”Master, what is your relationship with the 

Qiang tribe?” 

I once cultivated the ” four phases absolute killing Xuan formation ” of the Qiang tribe. A mysterious 

power of the Qiang tribe was born in my body, and it resonated with the lake water! 

there’s some will power of the Xiu clan’s ancient deity hidden in the lake! Chen Xiaobei said. the 

resonance triggered my ethereal force! 

“In fact, this spirit energy doesn’t exist just to help people break through!” 



I’m the only one who felt the waves in the resonance. That’s why I suddenly had an epiphany! That’s 

how I managed to break through to the next realm by chance!” 

“Oh my God …” 

Nalan Yonghe exclaimed,”master, you’ve actually cultivated the Xiu clan’s cultivation technique!” He’s 

really blessed and has great luck!” 

The reborn ghost king was even more careful and said in a deep voice, ” “Master just said that the 

willpower of the Xiu clan’s ancient Immortals in the lake isn’t meant for people to break through! Then 

what is the purpose of this psyche power?” 

“Good question!” 

there’s a treasure of the dark-kind hidden at the bottom of the lake! Chen Xiaobei said. Back then, when 

Nalan Yonghe came here, the lake water removed his poison and healed his injuries. It was all because 

of that treasure!” 

a treasure!? 

Nalan Yonghe was suddenly enlightened,”I knew it!” The lake water was ordinary and had no peculiar 

smell. There was no reaction to spiritual communication! It turns out that the lake water itself is not 

special. The real mystery is hidden at the bottom of the lake!” 

“Why didn’t you go to the bottom of the lake to take a look back then?” The rebirth ghost king asked. 

“I wouldn’t dare!” 

“When I found out that I fell into the Obsidian Dragon tomb, I was scared to death!” Nalan Yong said 

hesitantly. I’m afraid that I’ll encounter some danger that will directly take my little life! I didn’t even 

dare to run away, let alone dive to the bottom of the lake. I left immediately after the poison was 

removed!” 

“Even if you dive to the bottom of the lake, you won’t be able to find the secret!” this … Chen Xiaobei 

said, ” the Xiu clan’s ancient deity’s will in the lake was left behind by a real celestial immortal, or even a 

high-tier celestial immortal! If you’re not a descendent of the Xiu clan, you can forget about getting that 

treasure!” 

Nalan Yonghe’s expression froze for a moment before he replied,”yes, master is right!” I couldn’t sense 

any spiritual fluctuations back then! It must be the psyche of the Xiu clan’s ancient immortal that 

concealed the treasure’s location!” 

you’re right! Chen Xiaobei smiled. back then, even though you couldn’t find the location of the treasure, 

you’ve already found the key to it! 

“Key?” “What key?” Nalan Yonghe asked, puzzled. 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and said confidently, ” “That key is the profound weapon token you gave me!” 
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3029 The giant Arctic demon 

“That profound weapon token?” 

Nalan Yonghe’s expression froze. 

Back then, Nalan Yonghe had accidentally fallen into the lake and had even picked up a piece of the 

mysterious weapon token by chance. 

After that, Nalan Yonghe became Chen Xiaobei’s loyal dog and gave him the token. 

He had never expected that the profound weapon token was the key to the treasure at the bottom of 

the lake. 

“I finally know why goddess nüwa placed little Daji in the remains of the weapon Mystic sect! Moreover, 

I have to find the nine pieces of the weapon Mystic token before I can find little Daji!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s mind was spinning as he tried to sort out the whole story! 

“It seems that mother Nuwa wants me to help her!” 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,’the powerful weapon Mystic sect in the past could very well be related 

to the duos! He might even be a chess piece that mother Nuwa planted in the earth-god Realm!” 

“However, the ancestral master of the weapon Mystic sect disappeared for no reason, and the weapon 

Mystic sect declined and headed towards destruction! The secret behind this matter has yet to be 

revealed!” 

“Logically speaking, given mother Nuwa’s abilities, she should’ve known the secret behind this long ago! 

However, I’m afraid that due to some special reasons, the heavenly secrets are not revealed and I can’t 

divine it!” 

“That’s why goddess nüwa placed little Daji in the remains of the weapon Mystic sect and asked me to 

find the nine pieces of the weapon Mystic token! In the process of searching for the mysterious weapon 

token, we can unseal the big secret behind the destruction of the mysterious weapon sect!” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and asked, ” “Mother Nuwa has been of great help to me. Even if she 

asks me to investigate the weapon Mystic sect, I will definitely not refuse! Why did she have to make 

such a big detour? Must I find the weapon Mystic token first, and then find little Daji?” 

According to normal logic, goddess nüwa could lead Chen Xiaobei to find little Daji, and then ask Chen 

Xiaobei to help investigate the weapon Mystic sect. There was no conflict between the two. 

However, goddess nüwa wanted Chen Xiaobei to look for the weapon Mystic token first before meeting 

little Daji. Even though the end result would be the same, she wanted Chen Xiaobei and little Daji to wait 

even longer before they could meet! 

“I understand! Goddess nüwa must be doing this to protect little Daji!” 

Chen Xiaobei finally came to a conclusion, ” because, when I first started to look for the weapon Mystic 

token, my strength and power were very weak! 



“Moreover, with my investigation into the weapon Mystic token, a lot of evidence points to Xu Fu, who 

is also looking for it! I’m afraid that this guy’s ultimate goal is to find little Daji!” 

this means that if goddess nüwa lets little Daji return to me first, I may not be able to protect little Daji 

even though I will still help her investigate the weapon Mystic sect! 

“On the contrary, mother Nuwa asked me to find the weapon Mystic token first. In the process of 

searching, my strength and power have become stronger and stronger! If I can gather all nine pieces of 

the weapon Mystic token, it means that I have enough ability to protect little Daji!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and cleared all his doubts. “Mother nüwa is very concerned about 

little Daji. She did this to protect little Daji! In the same way, mother Nuwa cares for me a lot. She’s 

using this method to spur me on and make me grow faster!” 

Chen Xiaobei finally understood lady Nuwa’s good intentions. He also understood the importance of the 

weapon Mystic token. 

The secret behind the nine tokens was not only related to little Daji, the Xiu clan, a heaven immortal 

item, but also a shocking secret that could affect the heavenly realm and even mother Nuwa was not 

sure about! 

Luckily, Chen Xiaobei already had five of the nine tokens, which was more than half of the total! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei worked hard to solve the last secret, he would be able to do it! 

“Master … Master, why are you stunned again?” 

Nalan Yonghe’s brows were furrowed as he called out to Chen Xiaobei. He could not understand Chen 

Xiaobei’s erratic state of mind. 

“I’m fine!” 

wait for me here, ” Chen Xiaobei said. I’ll go into the water and retrieve the treasure! 

…… 

Northern kuruzhou. 

Extreme north, ice sky main city. 

The Vajra came here through the teleportation formation. If he went north into the eternal ice field, 

there would be no teleportation formation, so he could only fly. 

“Grandpa Soul Hunter … Please keep moving … I’m going to die from the pain …” 

The king Kong’s brows were tightly furrowed, and his bald head was covered in cold sweat. His face was 

deathly pale, as if he had suffered a lot of torture. 

Soul Hunter was psychic, and his voice was transmitted through his spirituality.”Cut the crap! Use all 

your strength and fly!” 

“This is already my fastest speed!” The demon-subduing Vajra was flying in the sky. 



The vital essence of a nine-star earth-god was burning at the fastest speed every minute and every 

second. He was flying at full speed without any delay. 

“Don’t give me that nonsense!” 

“You actually dared to teleport back to aparagodaniya just now!” Hunter retorted. I’m already being 

very kind by not taking your dog life! You better fly faster!” 

yes, yes, yes … It was all my fault just now … But this is already the fastest I can fly … the demon 

Vanquisher King Kong didn’t dare to say any more nonsense, and he desperately flew forward. 

“Hurry up! Faster!” Soul Hunter kept urging him, not giving the demon fighter a chance to breathe. 

The demon Vanquisher Vajra had been forced into a corner, so he naturally didn’t have the energy to 

come up with any crooked ideas! 

Of course, the demon fighter didn’t have the guts to have any evil thoughts. After all, his life was in the 

hands of Soul Hunter. 

Just now, he had secretly teleported to aparagodaniya and was tortured to death by soul-hunting. At 

this moment, even if the demon Vanquisher Vajra had more courage, he would not dare to disobey the 

will of the rift. 

The nine-star earth-god was extremely fast. 

After a while, the demon fighter Vajra was very close to the center of the eternal ice field. 

“Let’s land!” 

alright! Soul Hunter ordered, ” do as bro bei said. Look around. If you can’t find him, just shout loudly. 

Bro bei is looking for you. Shout until donghuang Taiyi appears! 

“This …” 

The Vajra was in tears. this godforsaken place is extremely cold and the spiritual energy is thin. It’s all ice 

and snow. There’s no one here. I’m afraid no one will respond even if I shout until my throat breaks …” 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Before he could finish his words, the hard ice below suddenly burst open! 

This ancient ice field had probably existed since the immemorial age, and the thickness of the ice layer 

was beyond one’s imagination! Each of the ice that exploded was as huge as an Ice Mountain! 

Looking down from the sky, it was as if the earth had cracked and the mountains had shifted. It was 

extremely terrifying! 

“Roar!” 

The next moment, a terrifying roar erupted from under the shattered ice. 

“Oh my God …” 



The demon Vanquisher Vajra gasped, and his expression changed drastically. “I can’t be that unlucky, 

right? We actually encountered that ‘giant Arctic demon’? ” 
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“A giant Arctic demon? What’s that?” 

Soul Hunter’s tone was heavy, and there was a hint of worry. 

Although Soul Hunter was hiding in the sea of Qi dantian of the demon fighter, at this moment, he could 

clearly feel a terrifying pressure enveloping the entire space. 

“The giant Arctic demon is the Overlord of the northern ice fields! It was an ancient legend that had 

been living under the ice field for trillions of years! He’s also the most powerful demon venerable under 

the three peak Supremes of Luzhou in Northern Kuru!” 

The Vajra swallowed his saliva and broke out in a cold sweat. 

Northern kuruzhou, three peak-level Supremes, nether seal Saint Lord dugu zang Xian! The ancestor of 

nine Yin, Zhu tianzong! The eight desolations Dragon God was soaring through the sky! 

These three people were all ultimate existences at the peak of the crossing calamity stage, and they 

were also the controllers of the three major forces! 

And this giant Arctic demon was the most powerful demon venerable, second only to the three peak-

stage Supreme Venerables! 

In other words, this giant Arctic demon’s strength could be ranked fourth among the vast demon race in 

the earth-god Realm! 

As everyone knew, the demon race had an innate talent. Once they transformed into the original form 

of a demon beast, they could suppress humans of the same level! 

Therefore, without using any magical treasures or Trump cards, this giant Arctic demon could be said to 

be invincible under the peak Supreme level in terms of actual combat strength! 

“How could this be …” 

bro bei! Soul Hunter was getting more and more worried. bro bei has always planned everything out. 

There’s such a terrifying existence in the northern ice fields. Why would bro bei let us come here 

directly? ” Could this be bro bei’s mistake?” 

“Grandpa Soul Hunter … Let’s run …” 

The demon Vanquisher Vajra was so scared that he almost peed his pants,”the giant Arctic demon is in 

deep sleep all year round and doesn’t wake up easily. Therefore, it’s safe to come here most of the 

time!” It’s normal that master didn’t predict that it would wake up today! But since it’s awake, I can’t 

stay here any longer!” 
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“Shut up!” 

“The giant Arctic demon is obviously coming for us. With your speed, do you think you can escape from 

it?” Soul Hunter said seriously. 

this … What should we do … the demon-subduing Vajra was terrified. 

bro bei said that we should look for sacred Lord dark seal if we run into any trouble! “If you mention the 

name of immortal dugu zang, perhaps this huge demon might give you some face!” 

“It’s no use …” 

The Vajra swallowed his saliva and said,”the three top forces of the demon race have been dreaming 

about recruiting the giant Arctic demon. However, he won’t give face to anyone and doesn’t want to 

join any of the forces!” The three forces didn’t dare to use force, so they could only let things be …” 

“How did this happen?” Soul Hunter was puzzled. 

“Because the giant Arctic demon is a senior!” 

“In terms of seniority, this giant Arctic demon can be said to be the oldest existence in the earth-

immortal world!” Said the Vajra. Even Zhu tianzong, that old demon, has to respectfully call the giant 

demon of the North Pole great uncle!” 

“This is troublesome …” 

this giant demon of the North Pole has a strong cultivation base and a high sense of duty. I’m afraid he 

has many followers. No wonder the three major forces of Northern kulu don’t dare to use force against 

him! Soul Hunter was extremely worried. 

Grandpa Soul Hunter … Let’s run … It’ll be too late if we don’t run now … the demon Vanquisher King 

Kong’s entire body was trembling, and his pupils had already shrunk to the size of needles as he looked 

at the ice Mountain below. 

“It’s already too late!” 

At this moment, an ancient and desolate voice came from under the ice. Every word was like a 

Thunderbolt, shocking and terrifying! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In the next moment, the coexistence completely exploded. 

There was actually a giant white flood Dragon that suddenly charged out and rose up into the sky. 

The flood Dragon was a high-rank immortal beast, only one rank lower than the Dragon, a divine beast. 

If it was lucky, it could even transform into a Dragon. 

The White Wyrm in front of him was ten thousand meters long, and its head and scales were extremely 

close to that of a Dragon. 

However, the Dragon had no horns and only had a pair of claws. Its tail was also bald, like a snake’s tail. 



It was clear that the White flood Dragon was still very far from becoming a dragon. 

But even if it couldn’t transform into a Dragon, this giant flood Dragon was definitely an extremely rare 

species in the earth-god Realm! 

Its talent and bloodline could give it a great boost to its combat strength! 

“Who are you people?” 

The White Jiao Dragon flew up to the demon fighter and asked in a domineering voice, ” everyone 

knows that the spiritual energy in this ancient icy plain is thin and resources are scarce. Why did you 

come to disturb my sleep? ” 

The giant ” Dragon’s ” head was like a small mountain. As it flew in front of him, the demon fighter Vajra 

was as small as a fly. 

The terrifying pressure enveloped them, making the demon-subduing Vajra tremble in fear. 

“Idiot! say something … Soul Hunter had been following Chen Xiaobei for a long time, so his state of 

mind was stronger than the demon fighter. 

we … We are … the demon-subduing Vajra said in fear, ” “We’re here to look for the eastern Emperor 

Taiyi …” 

“What? Who are you looking for?” The giant ” Dragon ” furrowed its brows. The icy-blue vertical pupil in 

the middle of its huge eyeball suddenly tightened, exuding a cold killing intent. 

I’m looking for … the demon-subduing Vajra’s scalp was numb, and his back was cold. His clothes were 

soaked in cold sweat, and he stuttered, ” “I … I’m not looking anymore …” 

The giant ” Dragon’s ” pressure was too terrifying. The demon-subduing Vajra was afraid that he would 

say something wrong and be killed in an instant. 

“Idiot! You better speak properly! Otherwise, I’ll take your dog life first!” Soul Hunter threatened. 

“Grandpa Soul Hunter … Please spare my life … Can’t you feel the killing intent of this giant Arctic 

Dragon?” the Vajra was on the verge of tears. 

“Tell it that bro bei sent us here!” Soul Hunter said seriously. 

“What’s the point of telling it …” 

this giant Arctic demon didn’t even show respect to the top figures, ” the king Kong said. not to mention 

bro bei … Even Grandpa bei is useless … 

Obviously, the demon fighter was afraid of The Arctic Giant flood Dragon from the bottom of his heart! 

In the eyes of the demon fighter, Chen Xiaobei was no match for the Arctic Dragon! The Dragon 

probably did not even know who Chen Xiaobei was, let alone give him face! 

What’s the use of using Chen Xiaobei’s name? 

“What did you just say? Bro bei?” 



However, at this moment, the giant Arctic demon’s murderous aura suddenly disappeared, and his tone 

became calm, ” you know bro bei? ” 

this … the Vajra was dumbfounded. At the same time, he was slapped in the face. 

He was certain that even if he used the name of dugu zang Xian, it would be useless. Using bro bei’s 

name would be a waste of effort. 

But obviously, the moment the words ‘bro bei’ were mentioned, the giant Dragon’s attitude changed 

drastically! 

It was obvious how important bro bei was! 

“Yes, yes, yes! I know bro bei!” 

The demon Vanquisher Vajra nodded his head like a chicken pecking at rice and said impatiently, ” bro 

bei is my master. I’m here on his orders to find Eastern Emperor Taiyi! 

“Why didn’t you say so earlier!” “If I knew you were working for bro bei, I would have been very polite 

to you!” The giant Arctic monster said in a deep voice. 

this … the king Kong was sweating, ” you’re not even polite to the three Supreme Masters of the 

monster race. Why are you being so polite to me? ” 

“Nonsense!” 

“You’re bro bei’s man!” The Dragon said. Even if he was just a servant or a Lackey! Your status is also far 

above those peak Supreme martial artists!” 

As if struck by lightning, the Vajra asked in embarrassment, ” who … Who is bro bei? ” 

The Arctic dragon’s eyes were full of admiration as it said, ” “Bro bei’s position is above the East Royal 

Celestial Emperor! Who do you think he is?” 

“Donghuang? The celestial Emperor?” The Vajra was completely dumbfounded. 


